
“Diff Guy” T-Shirts

Smittybilt® Tools

The Smittybilt® TRU knife has a plastic non-slip handle and 
a super sharp blade in black oxide finish. It comes with a 
built-in wire cutter and is 13” in overall length. The Sheath 
is made of composite plastic. Sharpening stone included.

Smittybilt’s TASC all purpose combo knife features a bladed 
hook to cut rope, cable & wire. The super sharp blade is 
made from titanium coated 420C stainless steel & has a 
polymer resin handle which includes a glass breaker.

The Smittybilt® TRAIL Axe is a valuable tool to have in your 
Jeep®. The Axe is not just good for chopping wood but you 
can also easily use it to tighten or loosen D-Ring Pins. 
Included are compass and other survival essentials.

TRU KnifeTASC KnifeTRAIL Axe

Application Part No. Price

TRU Knife SB 2832 $30.00

Application Part No. Price 

TASC Knife SB 2831 $30.00

Application Part No. Price

Trail Axe SB 2828 $30.00

This 9-Piece Torx - Multi Tool Kit is a much needed tool kit for 
Jeep® owners. Windshield brackets, footman loops, mirrors 
and hinges all require Torx Tools. The kit comes with the 9 
bit sizes, T15 - T55. The Chrome Vanadium 3/8” ratchet can 
be adapted from 3/8” to 1/4”. 

These new Trail Gloves from Smittybilt® feature an “anatomically 
direct sonic welded rubber top” and “EVA foam palm 
pads”. We hope you know what these words mean. They 
do protect, are comfortable and all of us have a pair in  
our Jeeps®. They do come in “handy”.

Smittybilt® Torx Multi Tool Kit Smittybilt® Trail Gloves

Application Part No. Price

Torx Tool Kit SB 2830 $25.00

Application Part No. Price

Trail Gloves SB 1505 $20.00
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Size Gray  Price

S FT AOR712  $ 25.00

M FT AOR713  $ 25.00 

L FT AOR714  $ 25.00

XL FT AOR715  $ 30.00

XXL FT AOR716  $ 30.00



Our FORTEC® Shirts are made and printed in the U.S.A. They are super comfortable and everyone in our shops likes to wear them. 
Combine cool style with quality and show your love to FORTEC®. 

FORTEC® Apparel 

 Size  Gray    Price

 S  FT 1000    $ 15.00

 M  FT 1001   $ 15.00

 L  FT 1002    $ 15.00 

 XL  FT 1003   $ 15.00

 XXL  FT 1004   $ 15.00

 Size White  Price

 S  FT 2000  $ 20.00

 M  FT 2001  $ 20.00 

 L  FT 2002  $ 20.00  

 XL  FT 2003  $ 25.00 

 XXL  FT 2004  $ 25.00

Hat Style Price

07 Mesh, Gray $ 15.00

08 Full Fabric, Gray $ 15.00

05

06

07

08

05 FORTEC® T-Shirts 06 FORTEC® Long Sleeves FORTEC® Hats

The AEV Edition 585 Mini-Barrage by Benchmade is 
a premium spring-assisted knive, the ideal choice for someone 
looking for a high end, general purpose pocket knife. These 
AEV Edition Pocket Knives showcase the quality and 
dependability that has made Benchmade world-famous. (*)

Application Part No. Price

01 KatanaBoy Folding Saw AEV 70501105AA   $260.00

02 BigBoy Folding Saw AEV 70501104AA $  95.00

03 AEV Ono Camp Hatchet AEV 70501106AA   $150.00

04 585 Mini-Barrage (serrated) AEV 70501103AA   $150.00

01

02

03

04

The AEV KatanaBoy was new to us but has proven to be 
an amazing tool. Unfolded, this saw measures nearly 4 feet 
long and makes clearing downed trees literally a breeze. 
Once used, you’ll never leave without it going off the paved 
road.  

AEV Tools & Accessories

The little brother to the KatanaBoy, is the AEV BigBoy. It 
can  be right at home under the seat of your Jeep®. With 5.5 
teeth per inch and a rubber-cushioned, double-fist handle, 
you’ll have all the cutting power you need to clear a trail or 
cut firewood, all in a compact package. 

(*) The original owner may ship their knife back to Benchmade to have them sharpen, 
inspect and “tune” the knife for optimum performance. This service is free of charge.

While small and compact, this feisty chunk of Japanese 
craftsmanship won’t let you down when it comes to clearing 
trails or cutting up small timber for that evening fire. From 
the moment you handle the AEV Ono, you will know it is 
destined for your next venture into the great outdoors and 
will become a regular part of your camping gear for a long 
time to come. 
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